Airbags for chevy silverado

December 6, â€” General Motors is recalling more than 9, of these Chevrolet and GMC trucks
that may have roof-rail airbag problems. According to GM, the roof-rail airbag inflator end cap
may detach from the inflator and be shot throughout the cabin. GM received a dealer report in
June regarding an uncommanded and unintentional roof-rail airbag deployment in a Chevy
Silverado. After inspecting the truck GM opened an investigation and contacted the roof-rail
airbag supplier. Engineers studied the Silverado airbag by using electron microscopy and
material analysis and discovered evidence of corrosion at the roof-rail airbag inflator end cap.
Another airbag from a separate incident was studied and engineers found the same problems.
GM learned in October about a specific production period when moist air might have entered
the inflators, causing end cap separations. Compressed gas will escape from the roof-rail airbag
inflator if the end cap separates from the inflator, sending the end cap into the cabin of the
vehicle. General Motors says it is unaware of additional airbag deployments and has received
no reports of injuries related to the airbag problems. GMC owners with questions should call ,
and Chevrolet customers may call GM dealers will replace the roof-rail airbag modules when the
recall begins January 10, GM's recall reference number is N The Salt Belt States Road salt. It's
great for melting ice, and awful for just about everything else. Read Our Guide. So how do you
find out what problems are occurring? Any duplicates or errors? It's not us. Don't waste your
time wasting ours! If you are interested in advertising a for-profit service, contact us. Find
something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page.
Add Complaint. Rolled truck, only airbag that went off was passenger door. The dash area
around the passenger airbag cover is cracked and would be a flying debris hazard in an
accident, especially if the airbag were to deploy. In addition cracks exist directly in front of the
steering column that, when the sun hits it, creates a glare that affects visibility. Both of these
are safety concerns and GM said that its normal. How is anything that can become flying
shrapnel or blinding the driver not a concern or normal. This needs to be resolved before
someone gets seriously hurt. The crack now is going to expand due to vibration and it could
effect the drivers side airbag down the line. Search CarComplaints. The contact owns a
Chevrolet Silverado When the vehicle was started, the air bag and service air bag indicators
illuminated. The dealer and manufacturer were not contacted. The vehicle was not diagnosed or
repaired. The failure mileage was approximately 85, Dashboard is cracked in multiple places,
potentially representing a safety threat if the passenger air bag deploys. I have found cracks in
the dash directly connected to the support braces for the passenger side air bag, in case of
deployment the shards of broken plastic can impale into an individual causing injury or death Pittsburg, CA, USA. Takata recall this vehicle has repeatedly shown airbag requires servicing
since I bought the vehicle brand new. The warning has been looked at repeatedly and I am told
nothing is wrong. However the warning persists. I received a letter about a possible recall but
that letter was misplaced while asking about the constant warning. The takata site says the
Chevy Silverado is being recalled for the explosive bag. I am very afraid of an airbag problem
but this warning still persists. Do I have to have a deadly accident with the airbag to prove my
point? The entire dashboard on the drivers side above gauge cluster is cracking. The contact
stated that the service air bag warning indicator illuminated, which was a safety concern. The
contact stated that the air bag warning sensor was replaced, but failed to remedy the vehicle.
The contact was able to perform a diagnostic test and located dtc code: Was-B The vehicle was
not repaired. Neither the dealer nor the manufacturer was notified. The approximate failure
mileage was 75, My dash cracked straight line above and attached to airbag, wasn't there, next
day it was, Nov 38, mi. I expressed my concerns as a huge safety issue and obvious defect. Two
cracks appeared on dashboard near air bag. Dash and airbag support system cracked in
multiple areas. Crack dashboard by the passenger airbag. I own this truck from day 1 and
always had tinted window and use windshield sun shade. Not what you are looking for? Search
for something else:. Ride-Rite air helper springs are the workhorse of Firestone's air helper
spring line. The double convoluted air springs offer maximum load capacity as well as years of
worry-free service and support. Ride-Rite air helper springs are installed between the frame of
your vehicle and the suspension, providing load support by using air pressure. Firestone's air
springs have become synonymous with quality, durability, and customer support that is second
to none. Ride-Rite air bag kits utilize a pair of convoluted air springs which can be adjusted to
accommodate your load capacity. The Ride-Rite kit is capable of maintaining an additional 5,
lbs. Overall, Ride-Rite air bags have many advantages for your vehicle and will help to improve
steering control and braking effectiveness, level headlight beams, reduce tire wear, keep leaf
springs from permanent sagging, reduce bottoming out with air cushions between the axle and
frame, absorb road shock, and match your vehicles load for an overall improved ride. Q: Does
this kit come included with a compressor? A: No, this kit does not come included with a
compressor. All Air Compressors, both Heavy Duty and Standard Duty are separate items from

this kit and can be added to your cart at any time. Q: How can this kit be installed without
drilling holes? A: This kit along with other Firestone Air Bag Kits come standard with brackets
that bolt into holes that already exist on your vehicle's factory frame thus removing the need for
any risky drilling or modification during the installation. Q: Will this kit fit my Silverado? A: Yes
it will! Easy install, directions were detailed. Took the weight off the back and transferred it to
the front when hauling and towing exactly as it was designed to do. I would recommend this to
anyone who does a lot of towing and hauling. Installation was pretty simple and they've made
hauling our fifth wheel safer and much more comfortable. Would definitely recommend them to
anyone who hauls heavy loads with their truck. Worked out well. Satisfied customer. The
Ride-Rite air bag suspension kit works great on my Chevrolet ,Installed was no problem
everything was in the kit. Awesome works perfect. Also have other air bags and none are as
good as the Firestone kits. Excellent product - easy to install and works great. The service was
great - shipping tome was good. Definitely would recommend to my friends. Thanks again! The
Ride-Rite kit worked slick on my Chevy Silverado. I have put nearly miles on the air bags
hauling pounds of pop-up camper and gear. With the included instructions and an internet
video they were easy to install even for a 70 year-old. All the parts I needed were there. I did
purchase a torque wrench to apply proper nut-to-blot tension. A few years ago I broke a bracket
on my Dakota. Your order person handled my needs very well and efficiently sending the parts
that I needed to get back on the road. They arrived in short order. I have referred friends to your
website. Thanks much for your quick delivery and well packaged products. This is the 5th kit I
have installed on clients vehicles. Pretty simple to install and haven't heard any complaints.
They are working great. I have enjoyed your product on my last two pickup trucks. I hired a
repair shop to , all parts needed were present. The on board compressor works great, with
wireless controller. I use the system when pulling larger trailers. I like the ease of adjusting on
the fly. I would like thank the customer services of SD Trucks. About a 2 hour install without
hoist, easy to follow instructions, once installed they work great. I put them in my gmc and my
tundra. These are the real deal - IF you have a load to carry qualified below. The kit I received
was complete, to install with each bag on it's own air. I placed the valves on either side of the
rear bumper license-plate cutout. Installation was simple. I did it laying under the truck, in my
garage. Took me a liesurely 5 hours, with coffee breaks. The only difficulty fo rme, was getting
the factory jounce bumper off. Once I figured that out - no problems. Re-routing the brake line
was a no-brainer. No special connectors, anywhere. For the most part, the installation is pretty
easy and you must remove the spare tire. The manufacturer of this product Firestone should
widen the upper brackets slightly to take care of this problem I doubt I am the first person that
has had this problem. Billerbeck mechanical engineer, UC Davis. Installed on Silverado kit
works well except the upper bracket does not fit flush on the jounce bumper cup. You think it is
tight, but it works loose and makes noise when you go over bumps. The edges of the cup need
to be ground on two sides to make the bracket fit flush and not set on the radius's. A bit of a
pain to have to redo part of the install. System started to make noise when going over small
bumps. The top bracket does not fit flush on the jounce bumper cup. I had to remove the top
brackets and grind the edges of the cup to allow it to sit flush when the bolt is tightened. I also
did some grinding on the brackets to ensure myself that the brackets would tighten up properly.
Also use Loctite on the bolt. After a good install and then having to reengineer a part and spend
another 2 hours fixing it, the bags work well with no noise. They fit perfectly, and work well
when towing my camper! It was easy to install just followed the instructions Be sure to order
the air valve tee if you are not using a compressor It's easy to adjust for any loan you may be
hauling and rides great wouldn't pull anything without it Stable load hauling makes a safe load
hauling I highly recommend it. Don't do it. Purchased this product and had on my truck for a
few years and when 1 air spring blew out ride rite would not honor their lifetime warranty on
their airspring. They will use any excuse to not honor their warranty, it's false advertising. First
SDTruckSprings was awesome to deal with so this review is not a reflection on them. I have a
new Silverado 6. While installing this kit I found that the upper bracket does not fit flush against
the jouce bumper cup. The cup appears to be too wide for the upper bracket. I contacted
Firestone and sent pictures of both sides of the truck installed and torqued to spec. Needless to
say, I'm less than impressed with their condescending style of customer service, which is
another topic. They're telling me that they've sold these kits before to the same year of truck
owners and that it must be something wrong with my threads. If you grind down the sides of
your jouce bumper cup or are fine with the gap then this kit works fits as advertised. Spend the
money and get a compressor at the same time. Great product, and easy install!! I will Definitely
order with this SD again. This is the second time dealing with your company and both times
have been great. The product works great and very easy to install. I recieved a tracking number
right away and delivery was quick. I would recomend your company to everyone. Thanks Len.

The airbags work great and we're easy to install. When I pull my 32' gooseneck trailer I air the
bags up to 50 lbs. Truck is stable and level. No headlights pointing up into the eyes of
oncoming drivers like if I had my high beams on. They were a great buy. Very happy with the air
bags! I have a wooden box that's been built on the bed of my Silverado to carry sled dogs.
Normal bed was removed and this dog box was built on the frame. When I initially purchased
my truck I wanted to have heavy duty leaf springs installed but was talked out of it by a
mechanic who said I could just install these instead. So I followed his advice and purchased a
set of these and had him install them. Well the first set lasted approximately 2 years max before
they got holes in them. I thought that perhaps they were installed incorrectly and that was the
reason, so this past winter I purchased a 2nd set of these and paid a mechanic I highly trust,
who is very very good at his job, to install them correctly. They were installed in March and
today Sept 5 I discovered one of the bags has a hole in it already. So it lasted less than 6
months. I do not drive the truck over crazy roads although I do live on a dirt road , I don't put a
ton of mileage on the truck,. I would love to say they work great, but when I was buying these, I
phoned you and asked if this was the correct product for my truck GMC Denali I was assured
that these were correct, So when they arrived I was oversea working, and didnt get a chance to
install the right away. When I got home I took my truck in to get these installed, and discovered
that these will not fit my truck, when I contacted you about this, I was told that because it was
more than 30 days, you told me I would not be able to return these. So when you ask how I like
my air bags, just what do you think my response should be. So I would say I am not happy with
this or these products or the service I have received from you, and at one time promoted your
store, but t. The air bags work great easy to install happy with the product. With 40 lbs air, my
truck sits level, same as when sitting empty. Ride is unchanged. Totally satisfied with these,
excellent product, recommend. USA Staff Available - 1 Low Price Guarantee. Add to Cart:.
Description Ride-Rite air helper springs are the workhorse of Firestone's air helper spring line.
Features Includes two 2 air springs Easy install - 1 to 2 hours Load leveling capacity up to 5,
lbs. Keeps vehicle level Level off-center or uneven loads Reduce suspension fatigue Improve
the ride Reduce bottoming out Increase vehicle stability Overall, Ride-Rite air bags have many
advantages for your vehicle and will help to improve steering control and braking effectiveness,
level headlight beams, reduce tire wear, keep leaf springs from permanent sagging, reduce
bottoming out with air cushions between the axle and frame, absorb road shock, and match
your vehicles load for an overall improved ride. Recommended Products Customers who
bought this product also purchased All Rights Reserved. Download Instructions. Skip to main
content of results for "air bags for chevy hd". Skip to main search results. Eligible for Free
Shipping. Customer Review. From Our Brands. Packaging Option. International Shipping. Filter
results by your vehicle:. Enter a new vehicle to add it to Your Garage and filter the results
below. Enter a new vehicle. Amazon's Choice for air bags for chevy hd. Get it as soon as Thu,
Feb FREE Shipping. Only 5 left in stock - order soon. Only 1 left in stock - order soon. Get it as
soon as Fri, Feb Get it as soon as Tue, Mar 2. Only 11 left in stock - order soon. Only 2 left in
stock - order soon. Get it as soon as Sat, Feb N
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